Draft Citations

“For notable contributions to the teaching of statistics; to furthering statistics education and assessment of that education; and for service to the profession.”

“For excellent and sustained research and collaboration involving the statistical analysis of massive data sets and for outstanding service to the mathematical sciences community.”

“For major contributions to the development of graphics in R, both in theory and implementation, and for service to the profession.”

“For contributions to the medical research community in the field of statistics; for outstanding mentoring of women and junior researchers; and for service and exceptional leadership to the ASA.”

“For development of software in the design of experiments, regression, and Bayesian procedures; for mentoring of clinical faculty and research fellows; for extensive collaborative efforts; and for research in meta-analysis of clinical studies.”

“For path-breaking research in quality control and seminal contributions to change point analysis; for award winning teaching; and for significant contributions to the profession.”

“For outstanding contributions to statistical methodology; especially in reliability; engineering statistics, and robust Bayesian analysis, and for exemplary leadership and service to the profession.”